Slip transfer across grain boundaries was studied in annealed polycrystalline Al foils deformed in uniaxial tension by means of the analysis of the slip traces on the specimen surface. Grain orientations and selected grain boundary misorientations were measured on both surfaces of the sample using electron back-scattered diffraction mapping. It was found that most of the grains were within 15° of a cube orientation and approximately half of the grains percolated through the specimen thickness. The Luster-Morris " parameter (that can be computed from the surface grain orientation) was used to assess the likelihood of slip transfer across boundaries. It was found that transfer across grain boundaries was rare in near-cube oriented grains, and convincing evidence was only found when " > 0.97, which corresponds to lowangle boundaries with <15º misorientation. This behavior was explained by the presence of many active slip slips in near-cube oriented grains that favor self-accommodation of the grain shape to the evolving boundary conditions imposed by neighboring grains instead of promoting slip transfer across the boundary. These results indicate that the alignment between slip planes and slip directions across the boundary is not the only important metric to determine the threshold for slip transfer, as the particular details of deformation in each grain (such as the number of available slip systems) also must be considered.
Introduction
The heterogeneous deformation of polycrystals depends upon the local microstructure, where differences in grain orientations lead to different rates of deformation in each grain as constrained by the deformation of their neighboring grains (Delaire et al., 2000 , Bieler et al., 2014 . Deformation near grain boundaries mediates the strain jump and there is ample experimental evidence showing that grain boundaries may act as strong barriers for dislocations, which are stopped at the boundary leading to the formation of pile-ups, or are easily transferred to the neighbor grain leading to the propagation of deformation on a different slip system (Bieler et al., 2014; Bayerschen et al., 2016; Malyar et al., 2017; Hémery et al., 2018) . Moreover, recent strain measurements by digital image correlation have shown that local strains near annealing twin boundaries may exceed several times the average strain (Stinville et al., 2015) . Given that grain boundaries are often preferential locations for damage nucleation (Boehlert et al., 2012; Muñoz-Moreno et al., 2013) and that strain energy is often used as a metric to identify potential damage sites (e.g. Sangid et al., 2011; Musinki and McDowell, 2016; Wan et al. 2016; Cruzado et al., 2018; Chen et al, 2018) , the need to accurately predict localized deformation at and near grain boundaries seems quite important to understand and predict accurately the mechanical performance of polycrystals.
Computational homogenization, using either mean-field approximations or full-field methods based on the finite element method or the fast Fourier transform, is the current strategy to simulate the mechanical behaviour of polycrystals including a sufficiently large number of grains with realistic shapes, orientation and misorientation distributions (e.g. Lebensohn and Tomé, 1993; Roters et al., 2010; Segurado et al., 2018) . The mechanical behaviour of each crystal within the polycrystal follows the crystal plasticity formalism that constrains the process of plastic deformation to occur by crystallographic slip systems, which provides an accurate and physically-based representation of this phenomenon at the microscopic level within each grain. Nevertheless, standard simulations of polycrystals using this approach do not take into account the formation of pile-ups at opaque grain boundaries nor the generation of geometrically necessary dislocations near the grain boundaries to accommodate the inhomogeneous deformation gradients. As a result, comparisons between experimental measurements of the local strain and accurate simulations of the same experiments show partial agreement and rather variable disagreements typically occur near grain boundaries (e.g. Yang et al., 2011; Lim et al., 2015; Guery et al., 2016) . Thus, it is not possible to make reliable predictions of damage thresholds without introduction of grain boundary properties into mesoscale models.
Atomistic modelling has provided very useful insights on the dislocation/grain boundary interactions as well as on the mechanisms of slip transfer (e.g. Bayerschen et al., 2016, Spearot and Sangid, 2014; Tschopp et al., 2008; Tsuru et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016) but it is not possible to simulate plastic deformation of polycrystals at the atomistic scale due to the intrinsic limitations of this modelling strategy. Rigorous modeling of grain boundaries can be done based upon strictly continuum perspectives (Gurtin 2002; Abu Al-Rub and Voyiadjis, 2006; Gurtin 2008; Van Beers et al., 2013; Bond and Zikry, 2017) but it leads to very complex models that are not suitable to simulate very large models containing many grains. Simpler dislocationbased crystal plasticity models take into account the generation of geometrically necessary dislocations near the grain boundaries to accommodate the anisotropic deformation of the grains (Busso et al., 2000; Ma et al., 2006; Lim et al., 2011) . These models can predict size effects associated with grain boundaries but do not include the influence of dislocation pileups that are associated with opaque grain boundaries. This latter mechanism is necessary to predict accurately the Hall-Petch effect in FCC polycrystals, as recently shown (Haouala et al., 2018 , Rubio et al., 2019 , Lim et al., 2011 .
In order to introduce the grain boundary properties into mesoscale models (through either phenomenological or physically-based models), it is necessary to understand the deformation processes that actually occur at grain boundaries and, in particular, the factors that control slip transfer across the boundary (Lee et al., 1989; Luster and Morris, 1995; Koning et al., 2002; Dewald and Curtin 2007; Bieler et al., 2014; Kacher et al., 2014; Tsuru et al., 2016; Bayerschen et al., 2016) . Slip transfer across grain boundaries enables long-range shear bands to form (Abuzaid et al., 2016) , which affect the length of eventual fatigue crack formation, and also can lead to twin formation (Wang et al., 2010; Eftink et al., 2017) . Moreover, slip localization parallel to annealing twins can lead to a preferential site for fatigue crack nucleation in Nibased superalloys (Stinville et al., 2017) .
Rules for slip transfer have been identified based upon bicrystal experiments and transmission electron microscopy investigations of polycrystals (Livingston and Chalmers, 1957; Lee et al., 1989; Luster and Morris, 1995; Bayerschen et al., 2016) , indicating that transmission is more likely when the slip plane and slip direction are closely aligned, and the angle between the slip planes in the boundary is small. Other important factors are minimizing the residual Burgers vector content left within the boundary following a transmission event, and a sufficiently high resolved stress to drive the transmitted slip. Nevertheless, atomistic and dislocation dynamics simulations have shown that the process of dislocation absorption/emission from/to a grain boundary is very complex and depends on many factors. For instance, dislocation pileups can be prevented at a transparent boundary, yet accumulation of defects within the boundary, such as residual Burgers vectors resulting from slip transmission, may increase the energy of the boundary, making it less amenable to slip transmission (Chandra et al., 2015 (Chandra et al., , 2016 such that slip transmission properties evolve with strain (Xu et al., 2016) . Moreover, the significance of slip transmission in the mesoscale deformation process depends on whether activated slip systems are effectively transparent with respect to the slip systems in neighboring grains. Thus, operation of slip transmission depends on both grain and grain boundary misorientation distributions. From the above, there are at least two interdependent thresholds for slip transmission, one that is associated with a stress build up from a dislocation pileup for a given misorientation, and another that depends on magnitude of the slip system misalignment. Also, slip transmission is a subset of slip transfer, where transmission refers to passing a dislocation through a boundary; slip transfer could also occur by absorption of dislocations into a boundary, and emission of dislocations into the neighboring grain, a distinction that is discussed in greater depth in the review by Bayerschen et al. (2016) . As this distinction cannot be resolved in mesoscale observations, the term 'slip transfer' is used to be more general in this paper.
While there is much discussion of slip transfer in the literature, there is relatively little experimental quantification of thresholds for observed slip transfer. From the experimental perspective, thresholds for slip transfer have been identified in nano-indentation experiments (Su et al., 2016; Xiao et al., 2017) , and thresholds for specific boundaries have been identified in cantilever beam bending tests [Ding et al., 2016] . Analysis of slip stimulated mechanical twinning in Ti using surface electron back-scatter diffraction (EBDS) orientation measurements showed that slip transfer that nucleated mechanical twins was probable when " = cos cos > 0.9 (Wang et al., 2010) , where ψ and κ are the angles between the slip plane normal and the Burgers vector directions, respectively, for each combination of slip systems 1 . Hémery et al. (2017) carried out a detailed statistical analysis of slip transfer in a Ti6Al-4V alloy using the same strategy and found that " was a good indicator of the probability of slip transfer for the different slip systems (basal, pyramidal and prismatic) together with a high resolved shear stress on the outgoing slip system, and slip transfer was observed for " values greater than 0.6. Nevertheless, similar information is difficult to find for cubic systems and this is the main objective of this investigation. To this end, slip transfer was analysed in a pure Al polycrystal in which most of the grains are within 15° of a cube orientation. Such textures are commonly found in recrystallized face-centered cubic (FCC) metals and alloys, so identification of thresholds for slip transfer in such a microstructure will be valuable to enable simulations that can address how slip transfer affects the kinematics of deformation, and hence better predict the evolution of local strains near grain boundaries.
Experimental procedure and analysis methods
High purity Al foils (99.9995%) with a thickness of 200 µm were purchased from Alfa Aesar.
The initial material was in the annealed condition with average grain size of about 195 ± 30
µm. It was further annealed at 360°C for different annealing times (between 15 and 1440 minutes) to promote grain growth. The grain growth saturated after 60 min of annealing, so all the samples were annealed for 60 min, resulting in an average grain size of 390 ± 30 µm ( Fig.   1 ). It is likely that the rolling direction (which was unknown) corresponds with the longer grain dimension. 1 This particular geometrical parameter for slip transfer does not require knowledge of the grain boundary inclination, making it practical for surface measurements.
µm
(a) Initial material 1000 µm (b) Annealed at 360°C for 60 min
Tensile samples were cut from the foils by electro discharge machining according to the dimensions given in Fig. 2 . Because the surface was already very smooth, only electropolishing was done to obtain a suitable surface for EBSD measurements. Both surfaces of the sample were electro-polished at -10 °C with applied voltage of 30 V using a solution of 10 vol.% perchloric acid with 90 vol.% ethanol for 200 s. They were examined before testing using a field emission gun scanning electron microscope (Helios Nanolab 600i) equipped with an Oxford-HKL electron back-scatter diffraction system using a step size of 5 microns to identify the crystal orientation and microstructure. The samples were tested in tension at room temperature using a micro-tensile testing machine (Kammrath and Weiss) up to an applied strain of 4%. The tensile tests were performed under constant cross head speed of 5.0 µm/s, which corresponds to initial strain rate of 10 -3 /s. A fixture was designed and built to ideally enable the analysis of the deformed samples in the scanning electron microscope using secondary and back-scatter electron detectors (without removing the sample from the fixture)
to determine the slip traces as well as the changes in the grain orientation. As the specimen was investigated multiple times in the microscope, a brief amount of chemical polishing with dilute
Keller's solution for a few seconds was done prior to most electron microscopy sessions to improve the EBSD pattern quality. Unfortunately, this resulted in some etch pit artefacts, which in addition to residual surface contamination and accumulated scratches resulting from handling, features of interest were partially obscured in some areas. The EBSD data were converted to a hexagonal mesh format readable by the TSL Analysis software version 7 using a Matlab code. The data were cleaned up using a confidence index criterion (using the inverse of the mean angular deviation (MAD) parameter from the HKL data) to replace pixels with a low confidence index with a neighbor pixel with a higher value in the same grain. Grains smaller than 10 pixels were eliminated using a dilation process, and these processes changed about 10% of the pixels. Finally, the asymmetric domain method was 
Results
Tensile samples with the same orientation with respect to the foil were deformed to approximately 4% strain and then the surface was characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and EBSD. The analysis described in detail in this paper focused on two regions on sample #1, one on the right side and the other one on the left side of the tensile sample, as illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively (the middle 100 µm had more handling damage, so no analysis was done there). Analysis was also done on sample #4 in the same manner, and the overall results from this sample are similar and not otherwise described, but The overall appearance of the microstructure is similar for sample #4 and is not shown. Grains on the front surface and analyzed boundaries are labelled in white (mostly) and black fonts, respectively. High angle boundaries (>15°) are marked with black lines, and low angle boundaries between 6 and 15° are marked with white lines. In (a), irregular dark patches and the row of dark spots on the SEM image are surface contamination artifacts, and the EBSD maps are somewhat distorted due to heterogeneous surface topography, (but the orientation measurements are not affected). 
Analysis considerations:
In this paper, four colors are used to represent the four different FCC slip planes (each having three slip directions). The slip systems are identified in Table 1 , where they are ordered based upon which quadrant the slip plane normal points in the crystal coordinate system. These slip systems are colored red, green, blue, and gold consistently throughout the paper. In the detailed images of slip traces that follow, starting with Fig. 5 , the computed slip traces of all four slip planes are colored according to their {111} plane color. The crystal coordinate x, y, and z directions are indicated on unit cell prisms shown below the micrograph with red, green, and blue dotted lines along cube edges, respectively. For the cube orientations, the ideal cubeoriented grain deformed along a <100> direction in uniaxial tension has eight slip systems with a Schmid factor of 0.41 and four with a Schmid factor of 0. Among the three slip directions on each plane, the first one in each group (1, 4, 7 and 10, underlined in Table 1 ) has a Burgers vector nominally parallel to the surface with no Z component. These systems are likely to be active but they will not contribute much surface displacement to a slip trace due a small outof-plane component of the Burgers vector (if the orientation deviates from the perfect cube orientation, they will contribute a very small surface displacement) . Accordingly, they are Table 1 . Slip system definition; the same coloring method is used throughout the paper. The underlined systems (1,4,7 and 10) are those that could be invisible because the Burgers vectors of these systems are nearly parallel to the specimen surface
( 1 2 11 In addition to being able to interpret deviations from agreement with an ideal slip trace, it is also possible to infer the sense of shear on a slip plane from the geometry of the step. The secondary electron detector is located above and to the 'northwest' of the sample, such that surface topography can be interpreted as if the detector was a light source. The grey slip plane triangles within the unit cells below this image defined by the slip systems in Table 1 this direction of shear is that the material to the left of the trace is lower than the material to the right of the trace, resulting in a step that is in shadow with respect to the detector. Thus, the sense of shadow (or brightness) of a slip trace can also be used as a consistency check when slip traces may not be closely aligned with the ideal plane trace direction. The computed Schmid factors identify the likelihood that slip systems will be active, and they are ranked in tables of " values in order of decreasing Schmid factor for each grain sharing a grain boundary. In the analysis for grain boundary 4 (gb4) in Table 2 , the left most column lists the slip system numbers for grain 12 (g12ss), and the next column to the right provides the corresponding Schmid factor for that slip system, and they are colored according to the slip plane. Similarly, neighboring grain 16 has slip system numbers across the top (g16ss), and with colored line segments in the grain boundary map in Fig. 6 for the front side of the sample, in which it is evident that there are many boundaries with high " values among grains with near-cube orientations. The " values of multiple segments of the same boundary have the same " value because the average grain orientation was used. 
Slip transfer was not observed
As indicated above, Table 2 provides " values for grain 12 (a red near-cube orientation) and (Table 2) , so the faint evidence for slip on the blue plane is consistent with the calculation. The slip traces close to the green plane trace are more evident, and the mostly highly stressed system on a green plane is for a visible system, but it has the 6 th highest Schmid factor. Below the micrograph in Fig. 7 , the slip systems corresponding to the two highest " values are illustrated, which involve two different slip directions on the same (green) planes in both grains. Slip systems 4 and 5 in cyan grain 16, which have the highest Schmid factors, correspond with slip systems 6 and 4 in the near-cube grain 12, which have respectively the 6 th and 8 th highest values of the Schmid factor. (The slip direction in system 4 is 'invisible', so the observed slip traces in grain 12 are probably due to the other slip direction for system 6, which has a slightly higher Schmid factor). By tracking the green slip traces in both grains toward the grain boundary in Fig. 7(a) , it is apparent that even though the slip traces are fairly closely aligned with each other, the traces near the boundary almost disappear, suggesting that dislocations were repelled by the boundary and that slip transfer did not happen in this case. Also, a ledge developed at the boundary, which further indicates that the two grains deformed heterogeneously. Grain boundary 9 on the left side of the sample illustrated in Fig. 5 also shows resistance to slip transfer. In this case, slip traces in grain 1 stop abruptly at the grain boundary. The surface of grain 8 is nearly smooth adjacent to the boundary 9 excepting for a couple traces. Further below the boundary, there are many slip traces on the gold slip plane, suggesting that the boundary resisted dislocation approach. There are two possible instances of slip transfer to the blue slip system in grain 1, between the number '9' and two of the largest ledges on the gold plane in grain 8, and aligned with intermittent instances of cross slip from the gold plane to the blue plane in grain 1. However, this is exceptional, and overall the boundary resisted slip transfer. The boundary is also twisted; the elevation of grain 8 is below grain 1 on the left side, and above grain 1 in the middle, indicating that strains in the two grains differed spatially along the boundary. Accordingly, taking into account these two observations from grain boundaries 4 and 9, this indicates that (consistent) slip transfer requires a " value greater than 0.87.
Slip transfer appears to have happened, but did not or may be uncertain
Aligned slip traces were often found across the boundary between two grains with near-cube orientation, such as those in Figs. 8 and 9 . In boundary 25 between grains 2 and 3 in Fig. 8 , the apparent alignment is between a green trace and a gold trace, but inspection of the aligned slip systems shows that the slip directions and the plane normal directions are highly misaligned.
There are high values of " between both of the green and gold slip trace pairs, but the observed slip traces are not for the same kind (color) of compatible slip system. Also, in the case of grain boundary 10 between grains 10 and 9 (Fig. 9) , the slip traces in grain 10 could be from either the green or gold slip traces, but because the slip step is bright (inclined toward the detector), it is more consistent with the compatible slip system both gold planes. Nevertheless, a ledge developed at both boundaries, indicating heterogeneous strain in the two grains, such that slip transfer was not a dominant effect.
The corresponding table of " values for the slip systems with the highest Schmid factor for grain boundaries 25 and 10 are presented in Tables 3 and 4 , respectively. The " in Tables 3 and 4 show that the high " values in near-cube oriented grains are between the same slip system in the neighbor grain for all eight slip systems and, thus, slip transfer is expected between same-color slip systems in both grains. However, the " value of 0.071 circled in Table 3 for the apparently aligned slip traces in boundary 25 (the aligned green and gold plane traces) is very small. .0° between grains 9 and 10. Though gold traces appear to be correlated at the boundary, they are less favored, and there is a large ledge, indicating that the two grain deformed heterogeneously. Additional insights can be obtained from both boundaries by considering visible and invisible slip systems in Table 3 . The highest two Schmid factors in both grains 2 and 3 along grain boundary 25 are for invisible slip systems (7 and 10 in grain 2 and 1 and 4 in grain 3), but for each pair, the corresponding slip systems in the other grain have the lowest Schmid factors (Table 3 ). The next highest Schmid factor slip systems are visible systems 6 and 12 in grains 2 and 3, but only one of the two is evident in each grain, and for a pair that is incompatible.
Given that no slip transfer between this pair was convincing (the significant ledge in the boundary indicates significant differences in how the two grains deformed), this also suggests that slip transfer is not favored with an " value below 0.9. Also, use of local orientations at the boundary (rather than average grain orientations), made no difference in the relative ranking of Schmid factors, and " values in the table only slightly different (not shown).
In contrast, the " values for boundary 10 (Table 4 and Fig. 9 ) are all well above 0.9. The two highest Schmid factors in grain 9 are for invisible slip systems (slip systems 4 and 1) with " > 0.95, coupled with the third and fourth highest Schmid factor slip systems in grain 10. These numbers suggest that although slip transfer with " > 0.95 may has occurred, it cannot be confirmed by slip traces because the slip systems are nearly invisible. The two highest Schmid factor slip systems in grain 10 are the visible red and blue systems (9 and 3), and while there is some evidence for the blue slip system some distance from the grain boundary in grain 10, no evidence of activation of this system can be found in grain 9. The observed green and gold slip traces are for slip systems 6 and 12 which have much lower Schmid factors, suggesting that the stress state in these grains was significantly different from the assumed uniaxial tension, which would make operation of the invisible systems 1 and 4 was less likely. These considerations along with the apparent ledge in the grain boundary indicate that heterogeneous slip took place in the two grains, indicating that even " values near 0.95 may not be sufficient to cause significant slip transfer. These slip traces are contiguous across the boundary (which is located under the '52'), but the traces are displaced to the left in grain 5, suggesting that the red slip traces occurred prior to subsequent deformation on the gold slip systems. These dark slip traces are long -they are evident in the upper half of the right side of Fig. 3a , and they are continuous across grains 7, 14, 15 and 5, but they are not straight, suggesting that they occurred early in the deformation process and became distorted by later slip on other systems. The dark shadowed traces imply that the traces are more consistent with the red slip plane. Given that this boundary is near the top of the sample, where a surface slope is likely (similar to Fig. 5 ) the observed slip traces on the red plane deviate to the left, consistent with a lower elevation toward the top. The development of the sloped surface can be understood from the sense of shear taking place on the gold and red slip planes: the gold system will move material down and to the right, while the red system will move material down and to the left, leading to a significantly reduced elevation in the neighborhood. The red system has a higher Schmid factor in grain 7 (Table 5) while the gold system has a higher Schmid factor in grain 5, and the amount of slip displacement corresponds with this difference, as the red traces are arrested in grain 5 and the surface steps on gold planes are smaller in grain 7. " value but a lower Schmid factor in the receiving grain 5 where slip was arrested in Fig. 10 . However, the large ledge at the boundary makes the likelihood of significant slip transfer uncertain. ) The purple ring and the EBSD inverse pole figure map show the location of grain boundary 78. Though " for boundary 78 is 0.999, the slip direction is parallel to the twin boundary, and does not represent slip transfer, which is more likely on grain boundary 60 on slip systems 3 and 10.
Slip transfer probably occurred

Slip transfer occurred convincingly
In Fig. 12 , slip transfer is apparent across grain boundary 4 with the green slip systems in grains 7 and 21, which has an 8.6° misorientation. There are similarly high Schmid factors on the blue slip system in both grains. The " values for all of the slip systems are similarly high, ranging from 0.978 to .989, but the Schmid factors in both grains decrease almost as quickly as those for grain 16 in Table 2 , so the third and fourth highest Schmid factors are not strongly favored. There is strong evidence for slip transfer through this boundary where only four slip systems have high Schmid factors and only three are evident (the one that is not evident, m2 in grain 21, has the lowest Schmid factor). The slip trace topography on the green plane is greater in grain 21 than in grain 7, which has a lower Schmid factor along with the Burgers vector being closer to the surface in the receiving grain 7, which can account for the lesser topography of slip in grain 7. It is not clear why slip transfer did not occur in from grain 7 to grain 21, when slip traces were not repelled at the grain boundary. Grain boundary slip transfer is also evident in five boundaries identified by solid light blue and orange ellipses in Fig. 5 (grain boundaries 2, 9 , 11, 25 and 27), which have misorientation angles between 21 and 42°, with small or no ledges in the boundary where the slip transfer across the grain boundaries took place. In this region, grains 1, 8 and 11 are adjacent to the very large grain 7, in which the visible blue slip system with the highest Schmid factor of 0.46 is dominant. This dominant blue slip system apparently initiated slip transfer across boundaries into compatible slip systems at grain boundaries 2, 11 and 25 in regions identified by light blue ellipses ( " values of 0.804, 0.875, and 0.858, respectively; this directionality is inferred because the transmitted slip bands in grain 8 are less distinct). The apparent slip transfer between the blue slip systems at boundary 2 is lower than for two other slip system pairs as illustrated in the prisms below Fig. 5 , so it is noteworthy that this transfer event happened. The next highest Schmid factor in grain 7 is 0.42 on the nearly invisible green slip system, which may be associated with slip transfer from grains 1 and 11 (with " values of 0.833 and 0.864, respectively; the " value from the green slip system in grain 7 to the compatible blue system in grain 11 is 0.762, and there is no evidence of slip transfer between these two systems). It is also possible that the green slip system in grain 7 may result from self-accommodation in response to heterogeneous strains in grains 1, 8, and 11. Because a ledge developed where slip transfer is apparent in the dashed green ellipse at grain boundary 25, self-accommodation by the green slip system in grain 7 is more likely than slip transfer. The orange ellipses identify instances of slip transfer of the gold slip system from grain 8 into grain 1 with an " of 0.835 (one or two instances). In contrast, there are many instances of slip transfer from the gold system into grain 11 with an " of 0.934, but on the left side of the boundary near grain 7, the direction of transfer appears to be reversed, because the less distinct traces are more likely in the receiving grain. Because grain 7 is large and not a cube orientation, and because only one slip system is highly favored, neighboring grains are constrained to accommodate a shape change imposed by this slip system, leading to conditions that appear to be more favorable for slip transfer than among the near-cube orientations examined elsewhere in the sample. Fig. 14a shows how observations such as those reviewed above compare for 128 boundaries examined in samples 1 and 4. In this figure, the " value of the observed slip system pair ( " Obs.) is plotted against misorientation angle of the boundary as solid red circles when the evidence is convincing for slip transfer, and as red circles with pink fill when the evidence is possible but not convincing (e.g. a ledge is present at the grain boundary). In each case, the corresponding maximum " ( " Max.) is also plotted in blue squares in a similar manner. In cases where there was no evidence of slip transfer, the maximum " ( " Max.) values are plotted as gray × symbols (specifically, the maximum " value for slip systems with Schmid factors greater than 0.25). It is notable that the " values follow a very well-defined trend of decreasing " value with increasing misorientation angle up to about 40°. In some cases, the observed slip transfer occurred with an m' that was slightly below the maximum " trend.
Trends from over 128 observations of individual grain boundaries
There was more often uncertainty about significant slip transfer with misorientations above
14°, yet there were also some instances of convincing slip transfer up to about 36° (grain boundary 2). However, these observations at higher misorientations are all associated with grain 7 in Fig. 5 , where the dominant grain was not cube-oriented. There are many cases where no slip transfer was observed along this trend line (gray × symbols); one such 11.5°
misoriented boundary has " = 0.98, and there are six instances for " > 0.95. Slip transfer for near-cube orientated grains is likely when " > 0.97, which implies that slip transfer is consistently favored only for low angle grain boundaries. This threshold value was defined as the minimum value of " in all studied cases which showed clear slip transfer in near cube oriented grains. " times the Schmid factor sum suggests that a threshold for likely slip transmission may exist for near-cube orientated grains as indicated by the dashed line. Numbered symbols are from boundaries associated with the large grain 7 non-cube oriented grain (Fig. 5) , or the twinned grain in Fig. 11 .
These results also indicate that the Schmid factor should be high in addition to the " value for slip transfer to be likely between two slip systems in neighboring grains. The effect of the Schmid factor is considered in Fig. 14b , where the product of " times the sum of the Schmid factors of the two slip systems (SSf) is plotted against misorientation angle in a similar manner as in Fig. 14a (using diamonds and triangles to distinguish SSf from " ). This figure shows a dashed line threshold below which no slip transfer was consistently observed (gray × symbols), but instances of slip transfer or possible slip transfer are occasionally observed. However, this trend is not followed by the numbered observations related to the large non-cube oriented grain 7 on the left side, suggesting that the criterion for higher angle boundary slip transfer for noncube orientations is much more specific (the three unlabeled instances of convincing slip transfer from specimen 4 are from either large grains or larger misorientations).
Discussion
Slip transfer in near-cube oriented grains appears to be less likely than in hexagonal materials, as slip transfer occurred consistently only for low angle boundaries. Above about 14° ( " < 0.97), instances of no slip transfer were increasingly observed. In boundaries with " values near 0.95, there was sometimes convincing evidence for slip transfer ( Fig. 13 gold- gold), and sometimes not (a ledge in Fig. 9 , boundary 10). It is also possible that the appearance of slip transfer is due to mutual and typically unequal generation of dislocations on incompatible slip systems that have similar slip traces ( Fig. 8 in boundary 25 ). As these boundaries often had a distinct ledge, this implies that different amounts of slip occurred on either side of the boundary, so significant slip transfer through a transparent boundary that enables a more uniform strain did not happen. The boundaries that were least visible due to a lack of a ledge were those in which the most convincing slip transfer was observed, e.g. the gold traces in Fig. 13 and the portions of boundaries with ellipses in Fig. 5 . The presence of grain boundary ledges was also correlated with the lack of slip transfer in pure tantalum (Bieler et al., 2014) .
One possible reason for the lack of slip transfer is that grain boundaries could be made up of multiple kinds of dislocations that provide barriers to dislocations to pass through a grain boundary. This is a likely scenario because few of the boundaries investigated is a special boundary. The dislocations that make up non-special boundaries are probably interlocked through junctions such that they are unable to break out even when dislocations are piled up against the boundary. This is scenario was examined by means of dislocation dynamics simulations (Liu et al., 2012) but the analysis was done for a very low angle boundary (technically no misorientation, but only a network of dislocations was present).
Another potential reason why slip transfer was not commonly observed is that near-cube grains have eight slip systems with high Schmid factors and hence, high resolved shear stress. Hence, it may be easier to activate various intragranular slip systems (to accommodate the grain shape to the evolving boundary conditions imposed by neighbor grains) than to promote slip transfer across the boundary. This possibility is not generally available for hexagonal materials and, as a result, slip transfer is observed more often in higher misoriented boundaries (Bieler et al., 2014; Hémery et al., 2018) . There is also evidence of sequential operation of slip systems in several places, such as the slip traces that are displaced within grain 5 in Fig. 10 (the displacements are not at the grain boundary, where the number '52' is located). Consideration of the effects of a sloped surface and 3-dimensional visualization of intermittent sequential operation of two slip systems that cross each other is necessary to account for features that do not agree with simple assumptions.
The fact that half of the slip systems expected to be active are 'invisible', i.e. the Burgers vector is nearly parallel to the surface, is a complicating factor for interpretation. Operation of only these slip systems would not generate significant surface topography, but they could cause a shear of slip traces from other systems that could confuse interpretation (in addition to effects of surface elevation), though there is no clear example of this possibility. Nevertheless, if slip in two slip directions on the same plane have high Schmid factors, even a little bit of slip on the 'visible' out-of-surface slip direction on the same plane would contribute to a visible slip trace. Also, activity of an invisible slip system in a grain that is tilted such that there is some out-of-plane component of shear displacement for an invisible slip system would make it faintly visible; examples of this are the green slip system in grain 7 in Figs. 5 and 12. Given that slip in FCC metals can be described as 'card glide', dislocations can easily move in two directions on the same plane, such that slip traces provide evidence of both slip systems.
Consequently, slip system activation of 'invisible' slip systems is likely to be greater than the magnitude of the often faintly observed slip steps, such that faint slip traces may represent significant activity. High resolution digital image correlation measurements could confirm this hypothesis using an analysis strategy proposed by Chen and Daly (2017) .
Given the unknown local stress tensor, the ranking of Schmid factors in the " tables is only approximate. In some cases, such as the gold slip systems on either side of boundary 10 in Fig. 9 and Table 4 , the most apparent slip traces (gold) are those with the lowest Schmid factors. Guery et al. (2016) similarly observed that even when local stress tensors extracted from a crystal plasticity simulation are used to compute Schmid factors, they are not well correlated with strain measurements using digital image correlation. Fig. 14 shows that use of the maximum " parameter for slip systems above a Schmid factor threshold of about 0.25 provides a meaningful way to predict the potential for slip transfer, but additional information such as the Schmid factor sum must also be considered. The geometrical relationship of " with misorientation is shown in Fig. 14, but it carries no information about activation of slip transfer, because the activation of slip systems in grains with a given misorientation with respect to the local stress state determines whether slip transmission will occur for combinations with a high " . The geometry of slip transfer is convoluted with the driving force for slip in Fig. 14b , which suggests that despite the uncertainty of the local stress state and its effect on Schmid factors, there may be a meaningful threshold for slip transmission when considering both the geometry and the stress.
The appearance of aligned slip traces that are not compatible with each other such as the green and gold traces near grain boundary 25 in Fig. 8 indicates that the grain boundary was probably the source of dislocations, because the slip traces are uniform in topography both near and far from the boundary. For mutual nucleation of slip on incompatible planes from both sides of a grain boundary, sources at the surface in the boundary must be more easily activated than sources within the grain, suggesting that slip nucleated preferentially on the free surface, and progressed into the material below the surface. The evident ledge and the depression near the boundary in grain 2 (Fig. 8) indicates that the rate of dislocation production was greater in grain 2, as a greater strain would cause a greater reduction in the thickness of the grain. This is in contrast to grain boundary 4 (Fig. 7 ) that shows slip traces that fade as they get close to the boundary for low " conditions ( " = 0.87). Similarly, the grain reference orientation deviation map also shows fairly uniform colors for each grain (the uniform differences in color are due to low angle boundaries), indicating a generally uniform orientation. The only exception is grain 18 where a neck was beginning to develop. Deformation to similar strains in BCC tantalum or hexagonal titanium show much more dramatic local orientation gradients, both along grain boundaries, and within the grains.
This implies that deformation of near -cube orientated FCC grains is quite uniform despite the significant amount of slip traces.
There are some observations in this study that are not easy to explain, such as the white ridge in grain 2 in Fig. 8 or the lack of displacements in the shadowed slip traces by the gold slip traces in Fig. 10 . Deviations from the ideal slip trace based upon a flat surface can seem rather large, and AFM or surface profilometry measurements would be useful to more clearly assess the magnitude of disagreement with ideal slip traces arising from heterogeneous surface topography and operation of invisible slip systems. It is also difficult to interpret regions that show extensive cross slip behaviour, such as the regions near grain boundary 42 in Fig. 3(a,b) .
Taking these observations together, near-cube orientations do not consistently show slip transfer with " < 0.97 (Fig. 14) , due to many operational slip systems with large Schmid factors that enables strain self-accommodation. The observations of slip transfer in high angle grain boundaries are mostly correlated with the large grain 7, which is significantly different from a near-cube orientation. The size of the grain may also affect the operation of slip transfer in lower " conditions, due to the strength of the shear boundary conditions imposed by a large grain on smaller grains. The high hardening rates associated with the cube orientation due to activation of multiple slip systems leads to remarkable orientation stability, such that development of local orientation gradients is slower than in conditions where one slip system is prevalent. This is in contrast with other microstructures with more random textures and where one or two slip systems have much higher resolved shear stress or ease of operation, where slip transfer is more commonly observed (Hémery et al., 2018) . Thus, finding the right value of " to use in a modeling setting appears to be situation dependent -if many slip systems are active in the neighborhood, then the " threshold is probably higher than when near-single slip conditions predominate.
The effect of deviation from a near cube orientation on convincing slip transfer is investigated in Fig. 16 . In a ranked list of Schmid factors, an ideal cube orientation leads to eight equally highly stressed slip systems, but tilting away from the ideal cube orientation will increase the Schmid factor for some slip systems, and decrease others, which can be quantified by the slope in a plot such as in Fig. 16a for grain boundary 74, where slip transfer was observed with an " value of 0.94. In this boundary, one grain is more misoriented from the ideal cube orientation than the other, leading to a steeper slope for the more misoriented grain (each boundary has two slope values). Information from the " table is annotated and slip traces are provided in the inset to provide necessary context. The hypothesis that a greater slope would facilitate slip transfer at lower " values is assessed in Fig. 16b by plotting the gradient of Schmid factors with the observed " value, and in Fig. 16c by plotting the maximum Schmid factor against the misorientation; if slip transfer is observed at lower " values with greater slope or a higher Schmid factor, this would support the hypothesis. The 28 cases of convincing slip transfer and 24 cases of possible slip transfer are plotted with closed and open symbols, respectively, and there is no obvious way to assess the hypothesis. The boundaries that are at the extremes of the population (which are labelled) are associated with the large grain 7,. While the data used for this assessment are inconclusive, these data are from a limited subset of (mis)orientation space, so examination of such metrics with samples having a more random texture or a different loading direction is needed to further assess this hypothesis.
Identification of a rule for an " threshold that is sensitive to slip system activity would provide useful guidance for installing slip transfer capability into computational models for polycrystal plasticity simulations. 
Conclusions
An assessment of slip transfer in near-cube FCC microstructures indicates that selfaccommodation by slip is more easily activated than slip transfer when there are many slip systems available. Transfer across grain boundaries is rare, and only consistently evident when " > 0.97, which corresponds to low-angle boundaries with <15º misorientation. What appears to be slip transfer in some instances could also be due to mutual nucleation of slip on both sides of the grain boundary from sources in the grain boundary on systems that have nearly parallel slip traces. The product of " times the sum of the Schmid factors of the two slip systems may provide a threshold for slip transfer, but this may only be meaningful for near-cube oriented grains. Non cube-oriented grains typically have a much wider range of Schmid factors on slip systems such that only one or two are highly active, so the threshold for slip transfer between such grains may have more complex " threshold criteria for slip transfer. 
